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This workbook, Print Wacky Sentences, is designed to inspire interest in print handwriting. This

workbook focuses on writing complete sentences in print. Kids enjoy printing wacky sentences like,

â€œTwo rabbits slept on a foxâ€™s head,â€• and, â€œSix elephants jumped over a giraffe.â€•

Exercises like these help to make learning fun, even at home.Three sections of this workbook help

students develop their print handwriting skills at a variety of levels:Part 1 is for beginning writers who

have practiced individual letter and words, and who are ready to move onto complete sentences.

Students practice handwriting motions by tracing dotted sentences.Part 2 advances to help students

begin to write on their own. In this section, students first trace a dotted sentence and then copy the

sentence onto a new line. The three traditional horizontal lines are included as a guide - solid top

and bottom lines plus a dashed middle line help students master the relative heights of the letters,

and to write across the page in straight lines.Part 3 gives solid sentences instead of dotted

sentences. At this stage, students practice their handwriting without first tracing the

letters.Beginners may wish to start out with a more basic book that offers practice with individual

letters before advancing to complete sentences, such as the Print Uppercase and Lowercase

Letters, Words, and Silly Phrases.May your students or children improve their handwriting skills and

enjoy reading and writing these wacky sentences.
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I bought this for my 12 year old son to improve his horrendous handwriting. The sentences are kind

of dumb, but still funny enough to keep him a bit entertained. The silly sentences are more a way to

keep him from being totally miserable than a form of fun. I love that the pages start out with full



tracing, then change to part tracing, part copying later on. I would definitely order this again.

These books are really helpful for strengthening the hand muscles and motivating them to practice

their handwriting. I make my son wait to tell me the funny sentence until after he was written it so he

can have the reward of making me laugh :)

I am a teacher and bought this book for my own child to use this summer for handwriting practice.

The sentences are just as the book describes: wacky. The silly sentences make the boring act of

handwriting practice a little more interesting. This book would also be appropriate for third graders

and could even be used for some kindergarten students.

My reading buddy LOVES this book. It's hard to keep open as he writes; the binding is pretty rigid.

But it's helped him so much and has silly phrases only an 8-year old would appreciate. Once he's

done tracing the sentences he can write them outright beneath the traced words on the same page.

Some pages have no traced words, which he will work up to as we go. Highly recommended.

I absolute love this book for my seven year old son. Little boys are known for there terrible

handwriting, not to mention there hate for it. My sons handwriting was causing him to loose points at

school on tests, even though the answers were correct he lost points for sloppiness. For instance

his O would look like an A and he would be deducted points, or for not even using a period. This

book has been fun for the both of us, the sentences are not that funny, some are, however it has

improved his writing skills. I give him a box of different markers and crayons and let him make

rainbow words or match the color with the feel of the sentence. I recommend this to anyone who

has issues with there child's handwriting. It has also helped him develop better sentence structure

on his own, which is amazing!

It's fine for printing practice but I would have preferred that the user has to copy the words freehand

as well as tracing the words. This only gives them the option to trace so they don't learn to do it

alone. I thought my son (who hates practicing writing) would find this interesting but he still hates it!

Purchased for my 10 and 11 year old boys with horrible printing. They are showing incorrect

answers on tests and homework because their teachers can't read their writing. Speed is an issue

for them but technique is the biggest issue. They are doing well with this book. I just have them do 3



pages a day.

This is a really nice workbook. The first section has the child trace over silly and wacky sentences.

The second part has them trace a sentence then re-write it and the third section has them just

re-write the sentence. It has really helped my 9 year old and his terrible handwriting. Plus, the

sentences really do make him laugh.
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